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ABSTRACT

A ubiquitous cold signal near the tropopause, here called “tropopause layer cooling” (TLC), has been documented in deep convective regions such as tropical cyclones (TCs). Temperature retrievals from the Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC) reveal cooling of order 0.1–1 K day$^{-1}$ on spatial scales of order 1000 km above TCs. Data from the Cloud Profiling Radar (onboard CloudSat) and from the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization [onboard the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO)] are used to analyze cloud distributions associated with TCs. Evidence is found that convective clouds within TCs reach the upper part of the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) more frequently than do convective clouds outside TCs, raising the possibility that convective clouds within TCs and associated cirrus clouds modulate TLC. The contribution of clouds to radiative heating rates is then quantified using the CloudSat and CALIPSO datasets: in the lower TTL (below the tropopause), clouds produce longwave cooling of order 0.1–1 K day$^{-1}$ inside the TC main convective region, and longwave warming of order 0.01–0.1 K day$^{-1}$ outside; in the upper TTL (near and above the tropopause), clouds produce longwave cooling of the same order as TLC inside the TC main convective region, and one order of magnitude smaller outside. Considering that clouds also produce shortwave warming, cloud radiative effects are suggested to explain only modest amounts of TLC while other processes must provide the remaining cooling.

1. Introduction

The region between the tropical troposphere and stratosphere is best described as a transition layer, usually referred to as the tropical tropopause layer (TTL). The TTL is defined by Fueglistaler et al. (2009) between ~14 and 18.5 km above sea level (~150 to 70 hPa), with the climatological cold-point tropical tropopause located near 17 km (Seidel et al. 2001). Due to its nature, the TTL is subject to influences from both tropospheric and stratospheric processes. From above, planetary-scale circulations in the stratosphere influence the TTL on intraseasonal to interannual time scales (Angell and Korshover 1964; Reid and Gage 1985). From below, mesoscale deep convective systems produce large temperature anomalies in the TTL (Jordan 1960; Johnson and Kriete 1982; Randel et al. 2003; Holloway and Neelin
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and its radiative flux balance (Thuburn and Craig 2002; Gettelman et al. 2002; Kuang and Bretherton 2004) by lofting air from the boundary layer into the TTL on time scales of a few hours. As a result of the above influences, the energy budget in the TTL is complex and each contribution needs to be quantified.

In this work, we seek to quantify the contribution of cloud radiative processes to anomalous temperature signals found in the TTL above tropical cyclones (TCs). Specifically, Arakawa (1951), Koteswaram (1967), Biondi et al. (2013), and Rivoire et al. (2016) have identified cooling within a layer a few kilometers deep surrounding the tropopause above TCs. We will refer to this ubiquitous signal as “tropopause layer cooling” (TLC hereafter). The primary motivation for this study is the limited understanding of plausible feedbacks between TLC and the structure and dynamics of underlying TCs. Anomalously low temperatures near the tropopause decrease the static stability (i.e., the resistance to vertical displacements) in the TTL, implying stronger updrafts in the upper troposphere and higher cloud tops. Potential impacts include vertical advection of angular momentum by convective bursts and a corresponding upper-tropospheric cyclonic circulation and warm core, which Ohno and Satoh (2015) described inside the eyewall, and which translated to abrupt TC intensity changes in numerical simulations (Zhang and Chen 2012; Chen and Zhang 2013). The destabilization of the upper troposphere may also modulate the stratification and vertical extent of the TC outflow layer, thereby impacting TC motion (Flatau and Stevens 1993), structure (Holland and Merrill 1984), and intensity (Doyle et al. 2017). An improved characterization of upper-level processes in TCs is needed in order to establish better understanding of these feedbacks.

Existing literature gives several motives to focusing on cloud radiative effects above TCs. While the occurrence frequency of convective clouds decays with height nearly exponentially above 12 to 14 km in the tropics (Gettelman et al. 2002), convective regions greatly impact the radiative flux balance of the TTL (Thuburn and Craig 2002; Yang et al. 2010). Additionally, deep convection within TCs has been described by proxy to reach the uppermost troposphere and penetrate the stratopause more frequently than isolated convection (Romps and Kuang 2009), particularly in the western North Pacific Ocean. It is therefore a reasonable expectation that sustained deep convection in TCs—among all marine deep convective systems—may have a disproportionately large impact on the chemical composition of the TTL (Ray and Rosenlof 2007) and therefore on the radiative flux balance of the TTL. Deep convective clouds exhibit longwave cooling near their top and shortwave heating below, which could also impact the radiative flux balance of the TTL. Closely associated with deep convection and TCs are cirrus clouds, which can detrain from the top of cumulonimbus as extensive anvils or form in situ via turbulent mixing (Jensen et al. 1996). The longwave radiative impacts of cirrus occurring near the tropopause depend on the underlying atmosphere (Ackerman et al. 1988; Hartmann et al. 2001): when the troposphere is clear, cirrus are generally expected to lead to warming by absorbing more upwelling longwave radiation from the surface than they emit near their top. When the troposphere is populated with stratiform, strato cumuliform, low, or thin clouds, the same is generally true and cirrus warm the tropopause. When the troposphere is populated with deep convective clouds, cirrus can cool the tropopause by emitting more longwave radiation near their top than they absorb from the cold cloud tops below (see Hartmann et al. 2001). These effects are illustrated in Fig. 1.

At present, quantitative knowledge of cloud vertical distribution in TCs remains limited, posing strong limitations for radiative computations (Corti et al. 2005). Cloud boundaries are subject to large errors; for instance, cloud top heights estimated from infrared brightness temperature retrievals are subject to errors ~1 km due to varying cloud optical properties and to the presence of cirrus aloft that are difficult to distinguish from convective clouds using passive sensors alone (see Hawkins et al. 2008). In our study, these caveats are alleviated by using the cloud classification product from Sassen et al. (2008) and radiative heating rates from
Henderson et al. (2013), both of which are derived from the combination of CloudSat’s radar and CALIPSO’s \(^1\) lidar retrievals, conferring their detection capability for optically thick as well as thin clouds (Sassen et al. 2009). Data available near active TCs are compiled in the CloudSat TC overpass dataset (Tourville et al. 2015). For the portion of the analysis relevant to quantifying TLC, we use high-vertical-resolution, high-accuracy temperature retrievals from the Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC) as in Rivoire et al. (2016).

We focus on TCs in the tropical western North Pacific Ocean. We first quantify the total temperature tendencies associated with TLC using COSMIC data. We then characterize the vertical profiles of longwave radiative heating inside TCs associated with the cloud scenarios of interest (see Fig. 1). Last, we quantify the overall longwave radiative effect of clouds in TCs. A description of our compositing technique is provided in section 2 along with further details about the datasets we use. The results of our analysis are presented in section 3 and discussed in section 4.

2. Data and methods

Data come from two primary sources for this study: the CloudSat TC overpass dataset, and the COSMIC Data and Archiving Center.

a. Cloud classification product

The cloud classification product (2B-CLDCLASS-lidar version R05) is derived from the combination of collocated spaceborne radar and lidar data, owing to CloudSat and CALIPSO flying the same orbit for extended periods of time with a separation time of only \(-8.5\) s. Data are given at the 240-m maximum vertical resolution of CloudSat’s Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) and with a \(\sim 1.5\)-km horizontal resolution: to each radar volume corresponds one of eight cloud types determined using a fuzzy-logic-based algorithm. Generally speaking, cloud type (stratus, stratuscumulus, altocumulus, cumulus, nimbostratus, altostratus, cumulonimbus, or cirrus) is determined using cloud features (reflectivity, water phase, temperature, height, vertical and horizontal extent, homogeneity, and precipitation) derived from the products listed in section 2b.\(^2\)

Few data are available to evaluate the performance of the 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar product in terms of high, thin clouds detectable by lidar only. However, Sassen and Wang (2008) found their radar-only CloudSat cloud classification product (2B-CLDCLASS) to be in good agreement with cloud classification products created prior [from ground reports (see Hahn and Warren 1999) and from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP; see Rossow and Schiffer 1999)]. The radar-lidar cloud classification product is therefore expected to be in good agreement with other classification products, while improving the characterization of high, thin clouds.

The cloud scenarios described in Fig. 1 are named CB (cumulonimbus reaching near the tropopause), MIX (cirrus near the tropopause and mixed clouds below), and CI (cirrus near the tropopause and clear air below). We use cloud boundary heights from the 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar product and proceed as follows:

- The cloud top height of the uppermost cloud layer (cumulonimbus for CB, cirrus for CI and MIX) must be located within 1 km of the average height of the cold-point tropopause (i.e., it must be located between 16 and 18 km above sea level). All cases with clouds above 18 km are consequently excluded.
- For CB, there can only be cumulonimbus clouds in the column, and at least one cumulonimbus layer must be at least 10 km deep (this criterion is almost always met as cumulonimbus are classified as such in part according to their large vertical extent).
- For CI, there can only be cirrus clouds in the column, and cirrus must occur in one layer no thicker than 5 km. Cases with thickness greater than 5 km are included in the MIX scenario.
- MIX includes all combinations of cloud types in any number of layers, as long as the uppermost cloud layer is classified as cirrus.

From a total of 264,645 retrievals located within 1000 km of active, intensifying TCs, 74,067 (38%) contain no hydrometeors. Among the remaining 190,578 retrievals that do contain hydrometeors, our method classifies 6% as CB, 30% as MIX, and 2% as CI. Approximately 9% exhibit a cloud layer (of any cloud type) with its top between 16 and 18 km but that does not meet the criteria for either cloud scenario. Less than 1% of retrievals meet either cloud scenario criterion but are rejected because their uppermost cloud layer (cirrus or cumulonimbus that is) is located above 18 km. Consequently, choosing a different near-tropopause layer than 16–18 km has little effect on our results. The thickness criterion for the CI scenario (5 km) corresponds to the median geometric thickness of all isolated cirrus layers.

\(^1\) Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations.

\(^2\) Details of the method and algorithm are available in Sassen and Wang (2012) and in the algorithm release documentation (http://www.cloudsat.cira.colostate.edu).
with their top between 16 and 18 km. Using this criterion allows us to produce a large sample size and to eliminate the thickest cirrus layers for which the longwave radiative effects tend to maximize below the tropopause (i.e., cases that are not directly relevant to the impact of cloud radiative effects on the tropopause). Choosing a smaller thickness criterion (e.g., 4 km) does not impact the qualitative results and only reduces the size of the sample. The CI scenario could also be defined using a cloud optical thickness threshold for cirrus layers, instead of using a geometric thickness threshold. Doing so would confer the advantage of including in CI some cirrus layers that are optically thin but have varying geometric thickness. For the sake of compositing, however, given the general correlation between geometric and optical thickness, this alternate method is not expected to impact the results. Additionally, the absence of comparable datasets for cloud optical thickness makes assessing uncertainties difficult.

b. Radiative heating rates

The “radar–lidar fluxes and heating rates” product (2B-FLXHR-lidar version R04) consists of vertically resolved radiative fluxes and heating rates derived from the combined CloudSat and CALIPSO data. Radiative fluxes and heating rates are given with the same resolution as the 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar product. Radiative fluxes are calculated using the Bugsrad radiative scheme (Fu and Liou 1992; Stephens et al. 2001) that models molecular scattering, gaseous absorption, and absorption and scattering by liquid water and ice water. Inputs to the radiative transfer model are the following:

- Cloud locations from the “radar–lidar cloud geometric profile” product (2B-GEOPROF-lidar; Mace et al. 2009), which is derived from radar reflectivity and lidar backscatter data.
- Cloud properties (ice and liquid water content, equivalent mass sphere effective radius of hydrometeors) determined using the “cloud water content (radar only)” product (2B-CWC-RO; Austin et al. 2009) for clouds detecatable by the CPR, the MODIS3-based “optical depth” product (2B-TAU), and collocated CALIPSO products (Trepte et al. 2010) for clouds detectable by lidar only, and the “precipitation column” product (2C-PRECIP-COLUMN; Haynes et al. 2009).
- Temperature, humidity, and ozone concentration profiles from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses (ECMWF-AUX product).

We use the longwave radiative fluxes for this study and leave the shortwave radiative fluxes aside as they are known to suffer larger uncertainties (Henderson et al. 2013) and are not directly relevant to explaining the presence of cooling in the atmosphere.

The 2B-FLXHR-lidar product is an improvement of the 2B-FLXHR product (L’Ecuyer et al. 2008), which did not include lidar data. Estimating uncertainties for the vertically resolved radiative flux products is difficult due to the lack of a similar dataset. However, comparisons of top-of-atmosphere fluxes between the 2B-FLXHR-lidar and 2B-FLXHR products and the CERES4 product show close correlation and show an improvement from 2B-FLXHR algorithm to the 2B-FLXHR-lidar algorithm (Henderson et al. 2013) due to the improved characterization of high, thin clouds undetectable with CloudSat’s CPR alone (below ~30 dBZ). Global mean uncertainties from the inputs to the algorithm listed above were estimated by introducing perturbations to each input (Henderson et al. 2013): assumptions made for the effective radius of hydrometeors introduce errors of order 0.1–1 W m⁻² to outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), which is comparable to uncertainties introduced by resolution related errors on cloud boundary (top and base) heights. For reference, mean OLR is ~250 W m⁻² above the western North Pacific Ocean, with ~5 W m⁻² contributed by high, thin clouds. Uncertainties in OLR introduced by errors in the tropospheric temperature and humidity profiles from the ECMWF-AUX products are estimated to be of order 1 W m⁻². Although uncertainties associated with errors in ozone concentration profiles have not yet been estimated for the CloudSat products, results in Gettelman et al. (2004) and Birner and Charlesworth (2017) show that ozone is not a primary contributor to heating rates in the TTL. Additionally, ozone concentrations can be especially low in the TTL over the western North Pacific when deep convection transports air from the ozone-poor marine boundary layer (Gettelman et al. 2004).

The contribution of clouds (hydrometeors) to the radiative heating rates is referred to as the “cloudy-sky” term and is calculated as the difference between the “all-sky” term (the overall heating rate) and the “clear-sky”
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term (the contribution from gases like water vapor). Since the clear-sky radiative heating rates are not directly provided in the CloudSat dataset, we calculate them from the clear-sky radiative flux profiles using

$$HR = \frac{g}{c_p} \frac{dF}{dp}$$

where HR is the heating rate (K s\(^{-1}\)), g is the gravitational acceleration (\(-9.81 \text{ m s}\(^{-2}\)), c\(_p\) is the specific heat capacity of dry air at constant pressure (\(-1005 \text{ J K}\(^{-1}\) kg\(^{-1}\))), p is the atmospheric pressure (Pa; from the ECMWF-AUX product), and F is the radiative flux (W m\(^{-2}\); from the 2B-FLXHR-lidar product) defined as the difference between the upwelling and downwelling radiative fluxes at each vertical level. The pressure derivative of the radiative flux is estimated numerically using finite differences.

c. COSMIC temperature retrievals

The COSMIC Data Analysis and Archive Center uses the radio occultation technique to provide temperature retrievals globally, for all weather conditions, and with high vertical resolution (\(-200\) m). Radio waves emitted by the global positioning system (GPS) satellites are detected by COSMIC satellites in low Earth orbit. When the line of sight between GPS and COSMIC satellites passes through the atmosphere, radio waves are refracted depending on the state of the atmosphere—primarily its temperature, pressure, and water vapor content (see Kursinski et al. 1999). At altitudes where the temperature is below 250 K (generally above \(-10\) km in the tropics), the contribution of water vapor to refraction is considered negligible (Kursinski et al. 1996) and the “dry” temperature is retrieved by approximating the pressure via downward integration of the hydrostatic equilibrium equation from the top of the atmosphere. The refraction of radio waves also includes a small contribution from ice water. However, given the small ice water content in high-altitude clouds retrieved by CloudSat and CALIPSO (\(-10\)\(^{-3}\) to \(-10\)\(^{-2}\) g m\(^{-3}\)), the ice water contribution is expected to be 5 to 6 orders of magnitude smaller than the contribution of temperature and pressure, and is therefore neglected.

In the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, the precision of individual COSMIC temperature retrievals was estimated near 0.05 K by comparing collocated retrievals (Anthes et al. 2008). The accuracy of COSMIC refractivity retrievals was estimated as a departure from other independent datasets near 0.1\%--0.5\% in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, yielding temperature errors of order 0.1--1 K assuming a dry atmosphere (Kuo et al. 2004; Anthes et al. 2008). The GPS radio occultation technique does not provide vertical atmospheric soundings; rather, temperature retrievals are inclined and typically span \(\sim 100\) km horizontally from their top (\(-60\) km above sea level) to their bottom. Since the region of interest in this study (\(-12--20\) km) is relatively shallow, horizontal drift is neglected.

Note that temperature retrievals are available that account for the contribution of water vapor to refractivity. These “wet” retrievals are derived using temperature data from the ECMWF analyses, which means that the retrievals are subject to errors in the analyses. Near regions of steep gradients such as TCs, these errors can be large and yield large temperature biases (see Davis and Birner 2016). The so-called wet retrievals are therefore not included in our study.

d. Compositing philosophy and method

In this study, we quantify processes that are tied to the structure of TCs—structure that varies significantly from storm to storm. To eliminate this variability and draw conclusions that are broadly relevant to the robust features found in TCs, observations are composited from a large number of events. Compositing data also allows us to alleviate the sparse nature of the COSMIC and A-Train datasets. No individual storm is sampled by either platform with coverage sufficient to provide meaningful information regarding cloud processes and tropopause heights. Since the features we observe are prone to producing heavily skewed distributions (e.g., cloud top heights; see Fig. 2), compositing data based on the mean would yield skewed results. Instead, statistics are provided as the median, a more robust measure of central tendency here. Whenever appropriate, we supplement the median with a robust measure of statistical spread chosen as the interquartile range (the 25th--75th percentiles).

The compositing time period is 1 January 2007--17 April 2011. Both COSMIC and A-Train radar–lidar products are available for this period. Radar–lidar products are scarcely available after 17 April 2011 due to changes in CloudSat’s orbit initially caused by a battery anomaly. During the compositing time period, since satellites on the A-Train flew a sun-synchronous orbit with equator local crossing times of 0130 and 1330 (Stephens et al. 2002), the A-Train products are biased toward the local time of observation. However, we do not expect this to be problematic for the interpretation of our results since the diurnal cycle of convection is a relatively small source of variability in the distribution of convection in TCs when compared to sources of variability such as TC size, intensity, and convective asymmetries (Knaff et al. 2015, 2019). Additionally, the
local equator crossing times for the A-Train reasonably sample the convective extrema, both in terms of area covered and heights reached (Liu and Zipser 2008).

The compositing region is the tropical portion of the western North Pacific Ocean (0°–25°N, 100°E–180°E). As mentioned earlier, the western North Pacific most frequently generates TCs with deep convective clouds reaching the TTL and penetrating the stratosphere (Romps and Kuang 2009). The western North Pacific also accounts for roughly a third of TCs globally (Neumann 1993) and is a good candidate for collecting a large data sample and produce robust composites. Indeed, a total of 102 TCs formed there virtually year-round during the 2007–11 time period, with highest activity in August–October (and lowest activity in January–March). In order to limit the influence of extratropical processes associated with large gradients of sea surface temperatures (Reynolds and Smith 1995), ambiguous tropopause heights and large gradients of tropopause temperatures (Seidel et al. 2001), and large magnitudes of deep-layer wind shear, data are excluded when located poleward of 25°N or when associated with TCs which center is located poleward of 25°N. Data are also excluded when located over land.

Data are collected in the vicinity of intensifying TCs based on best track locations and intensities from the Automated Tropical Cyclone Forecasting system (ATCF; Sampson and Schrader 2000). Best track uncertainty estimates are typically 15–40 nautical miles (28–74 km) in terms of location and 8–12 kt (4–6 m s$^{-1}$) in terms of intensity (Knaff et al. 2010; Torn and Snyder 2012). These uncertainties are small for the purpose of compositing at large distances from the TC center. Closer to the TC center, these uncertainties produce smoothing comparable to that introduced by varying TC size and by the choice of horizontal resolution of the composites. The radiative heating rates and cloud classification products are directly composited along the spatial dimensions (radius, altitude). Calculating temperature tendencies from COSMIC temperature retrievals requires the use of a time dimension; here time relative to the time of first maximum intensity calculated from the ATCF best tracks for each TC. This time dimension preserves the chronology of the TC life stages about maximum intensity, that is, intensification and weakening. We focus on the intensification period for the purpose of this study, primarily because the coldest clouds (highest, by proxy) occur during intensification and warm rapidly after maximum intensity (e.g., Rivoire et al. 2016). Since TCs reach their maximum intensity near 18°–20°N in the western North Pacific, removing the weakening period from the composites also reduces biases that occur where data are collected only on the equatorward side of the TC center when best tracks near the northern edge of the compositing region (25°N).

3. Results
a. Cloud distributions

The findings of Romps and Kuang (2009) about overshooting convection in TCs relied on reanalysis datasets and proxies available at the time, both of which suffer known biases and resolution limitations (which the authors discuss). Prior literature on the topic (e.g., Alcala and Dessler 2002; Cairo et al. 2008) also suffers limitations in terms of hydrometeor detection above the oceans. It seems appropriate to provide updated statistics relevant to deep convective clouds, especially comparing cloud top heights for deep convective clouds that are associated with TCs versus those that are not. Figure 2 provides such a comparison using cloud
top heights calculated using the 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar product. Cloud top heights are collected within a sub-region of the tropical western North Pacific climatologically encompassing most tracks and tropical cyclogenesis events. The difference between the two distributions clearly indicates that deep convection reaches greater altitudes when associated with TCs (within 200 km of TCs). The median deep convective cloud top height outside TCs is 1.5 km lower than inside TCs. Half of all clouds inside TCs reach above 17 km, which nearly corresponds to the median height of the tropopause (16.9 km; see section 3b). One cannot say conclusively that these clouds penetrated the local tropopause; doing so would require collocated cloud top and tropopause height data. However, this result indicates that deep convective clouds have more potential to penetrate the stratosphere inside TCs than outside TCs, consistent with the results of Romps and Kuang (2009).

As mentioned in the introduction, knowledge of the vertical distribution of clouds is still lacking in TCs, especially in terms of individual cloud types. The 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar product from the TC overpass dataset provides an opportunity to quantify the frequency of occurrence of cumulonimbus, cirrus, and other cloud types with unprecedented detail. These results are shown in Fig. 3. Convective regimes broadly consistent with the known structure of TCs (see Frank 1977) can be identified. The eyewall region corresponds to the local maximum of cumulonimbus occurrence frequency inside the 100-km radius, extending to near-tropopause altitudes and associated with a local minimum in cirrus occurrence frequency. Inner rainbands are visible between 100 and 225 km with median cloud top heights above 15 km and an interquartile range extending to lower altitudes than for the eyewall region. The outer spiral rainband region between 225 and 500 km is characterized by median cloud top heights above 14.5 km and a large interquartile range. Outside 500 km, the median cloud top height varies significantly and the total cloud cover decreases, consistent with suppressed or sporadic convection.

In much of the TTL (14–18.5 km) and at all radii, cirrus and cumulonimbus account for over 80% of the total cloud cover (Fig. 3c). Qualitatively speaking (from Fig. 1), it is reasonable to expect longwave cooling of the tropopause in the eyewall region due to the frequent presence of optically thick convective clouds. At larger radius, the presence of high-altitude cirrus above a rapidly decreasing cumulonimbus cover can also be qualitatively expected to produce longwave warming near the tropopause. Both these effects are quantified in section 3d.

b. Tropopause layer cooling derived from COSMIC temperature retrievals

Next, we quantify the temperature tendency in the TTL corresponding to TLC. Figure 4a shows the temperature tendency as a function of radius and altitude. The temperature tendency is calculated as the slope of the linear regression between the median temperature and time, at each radius and altitude. This calculation implies that the tendencies in Fig. 4a include a contribution from changes in the mean thermal structure of the atmosphere along TC tracks. The contribution from the mean atmosphere includes processes that are not unique to TCs, shown in Fig. 4b in gray. The evolution of the mean tropopause is qualitatively similar to that within TCs. This is due to the average TC track in the western North Pacific following a path from near 13°N, 148°E toward colder and higher tropopauses near 20°N, 125°E during the 4 days leading to maximum intensity. A more detailed discussion is presented in the appendix. Qualitatively speaking, removing the contribution of the mean atmosphere from the total tendency does not change the general interpretation of the results; it reduces the magnitude of the tendencies in Fig. 4a, but it still leads to a robust, large-scale signal of the same order of magnitude. For this reason, and for simplicity, the contribution of the mean atmosphere is not removed from Fig. 4a. We remind the reader that in this study, the order of magnitude of temperature tendencies derived from COSMIC and their overall spatial distribution are more important than fine details and variability. This constraint is primarily due to the nature of the COSMIC dataset and the length of its record.

The temperature tendencies in Fig. 4a are also subject to abrupt changes in the thermal structure of the TTL near the subtropical jet; the temperature difference between air masses with tropical and subtropical characteristics produces large tendencies that are not directly related to TCs. To minimize this effect, temperature retrievals are excluded from Fig. 4a when they exhibit subtropical characteristics. The method employed to this end is explained in the appendix.

The lower stratosphere exhibits a cooling rate of order 0.1–1 K day\(^{-1}\) on horizontal scales of \(~1000\) km, with a maximum amplitude found just above the median tropopause inside the 250-km radius. The upper troposphere exhibits a warming of slightly smaller amplitude with a maximum amplitude at small radii near 15-km altitude. The median tropopause height varies by \(~300\) m (16.7–17 km) over the range of radii shown, and its interquartile range extends from 16.3 to 17.4 km. Its time dependency is of order 100 m day\(^{-1}\), associated with cooling \(~0.5\) K day\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 4b). The height of the tropopause within TCs is expectedly more variable than the height of the climatological
The tropopause (for which the interquartile range is 16.6–17.2 km). The tropopause is slightly lower than the climatological median (16.9 km) except at small radii. The determination coefficient $R^2$ (hatching in Fig. 4a) gives a general idea of the robustness of the signal. Another way to quantify the robustness of the signal is to produce composites with random resampling of the dataset (bootstrapping). This alternative method (not shown for conciseness) provides nearly identical results. It should also be noted that using a linear regression to estimate temperature tendencies from COSMIC retrievals is not a choice as much as it is a constraint: the size of the COSMIC dataset limits the temporal resolution with which robust temperature composites can be produced, in turn narrowing the choice of method.

c. Radiative effect of the CB, MIX, and CI cloud scenarios

With total temperature tendency estimates in hand, we proceed to quantify the contribution of cloud radiative effects from the three cloud scenarios that impact the tropopause (CB, MIX, and CI). Figure 5 shows the typical cloud-type profiles, cloudy-sky longwave heating rates, and clear-sky longwave heating rates corresponding to each cloud scenario. The MIX scenario is separated into MIX− and MIX+ depending on the average longwave heating rate between 16 and 18 km (see Fig. 5a). The expected qualitative longwave effects illustrated in Fig. 1 are verified: within the 16–18-km layer, the CB scenario produces cooling, the CI scenario produces warming, and the MIX scenario produces cooling (MIX−) when clouds below are mostly deep convective and warming (MIX+) when clouds below are stratocumuliform or stratiform in nature. The vast majority of MIX cases are composed of cirrus above 10 km (over 80% of them for MIX+). CB produces cooling of order 1–2 K day$^{-1}$ near the tropopause and 2–10 K day$^{-1}$ just below. CI produces warming up to $\sim 2.5$ K day$^{-1}$ below the tropopause. MIX− can produce cooling up to $\sim 1$ K day$^{-1}$ and MIX+ warming up to $\sim 2.5$ K day$^{-1}$ just below the tropopause.

The CB and MIX− scenarios produce median radiative heating rates on the same order of magnitude as the total temperature tendencies seen at the tropopause and just below it (Fig. 4a). The 25th percentiles of heating rates for the CB scenario are 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than observed temperature tendencies. These heating rates occur $\sim 1\%$ of the time and are associated with larger ice water content and radar reflectivity (not shown). These heating rates also maximize near 16 km (i.e., below the largest tendencies associated with TLC). Neither the CB nor MIX− scenario produces radiative heating rates that are large enough to explain the temperature tendencies seen above the tropopause. Considering the shortwave contribution (not shown), which is equal to or greater than zero, the net radiative effect of these cloud scenarios seems unlikely to explain TLC. One potential exception is the occurrence of the CB scenario during nighttime (when shortwave heating is zero). The clear-sky radiative heating rates (Fig. 5c) change sign near 15 km and show a warming up to 0.5 K day$^{-1}$ near the tropopause, consistent with previous results showing absorption of longwave radiation by elevated ozone concentrations in the lower stratosphere and a negligible contribution from water vapor (e.g., Gettelman et al. 2004). The rest of the troposphere displays the typical $\sim 2$ K day$^{-1}$ clear-sky cooling rate.

As can be expected from the radial structure of cloud occurrence frequencies in Fig. 3, different cloud scenarios tend to occur at different radii within TCs: the median radius of occurrence for the CB, MIX−, MIX+, and CI scenarios is 328, 506, 608, and 637 km, respectively. This has bearing on the overall effect of clouds near the tropopause (see section 3d).
d. Gross radiative effect of clouds in the TTL

Last, we quantify the overall effect of clouds in the TTL (i.e., the weighted effects of the cloud scenarios analyzed earlier, plus the contribution from other cloud scenarios that we did not isolate due to their relatively low occurrence frequency or complex nature). Figure 6a shows the median all-sky longwave heating rates as a function of radius and altitude, and Fig. 6b shows the cloudy-sky contribution. Statistics of the tropopause height are overlaid, as well as total temperature tendency outlines to facilitate visual comparison with the results from Fig. 4. We first note that the results are broadly consistent with the radial distribution of the cloud scenarios in section 3c; the strongest cooling occurs near the center of the storm where the CB and MIX− cases have most frequently been observed, and cooling of smaller amplitude occurs at larger radii where the MIX+ and CI cases are more frequent.

From Fig. 6b it is clear that clouds associated with TCs have the potential to produce radiative cooling in the TTL. Inside the main convective region of TCs (i.e., inside ~300 km), longwave cloud radiative heating rates are dominated by the occurrence of cumulonimbus (including the CB scenario); warming within cloud occurs below 14 km and cloud top cooling is visible between 14 and 16 km exhibiting magnitudes of the same order as TLC. Outside the main convective region around the tropopause (and over ~90% of the area...
shown in the composites), longwave cloud radiative heating rates are about 5 times smaller than TLC. In this region, longwave warming occurs in much of the lower part of the TTL, in part corresponding to the occurrence of upper-tropospheric cirrus as shown in Fig. 3a. When adding to these features the clear-sky longwave contribution, the picture changes drastically (Fig. 6a). Cloud top cooling is only strong enough above the main convective region to counteract the tendency of clear-sky radiation to warm the upper part of the TTL. Since the shortwave contribution is essentially zero during nighttime, Fig. 6a shows the net effect of radiation during nighttime. During daytime, one must account for the positive contribution of shortwave absorption by clouds and the atmosphere, which should be expected to be largest near the top of the main convective region. The shortwave heating rates from the radar–lidar products (not shown) suggest that the absorption of shortwave radiation can largely offset longwave cooling and lead to net warming near the top of the main convective region, while a net cooling remains in the upper troposphere outside the main convective region. Near the tropopause, these heating rates suggest net daytime warming at all radii; that is, it is possible that the diurnal cycle of insolation acts in turn to increase and decrease TLC above the main convective region. This raises the question of the impact of the diurnal cycle on the feedbacks described in the introduction.

4. Discussion and conclusions

This study addresses mesoscale processes that act in synergy with synoptic-scale processes in TCs. Using the ability of A-Train satellites to detect both thick and thin clouds in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, we produce cloud type and cloud top height distributions within TCs (Figs. 2 and 3). We also use temperature retrievals from COSMIC to derive tropopause height statistics within TCs (Fig. 4). Last, we use radiative flux products from the A-Train satellites to provide quantitative evidence supporting the view that longwave cloud radiative effects only account for a fraction of the negative temperature tendencies observed on synoptic scales near the tropopause above TCs. Our
results (Fig. 5 and associated discussion) suggest that the all-sky net (longwave and shortwave) radiative effect is a warming of the tropopause and upper TTL over much of the area covered by TLC. Given that the potential for convection to reach and penetrate the stratosphere is greatest in the western North Pacific (Romps and Kuang 2009), we expect this general finding to hold for other oceanic basins (although this has not yet been verified). We also expect this finding to be valid for deep convection outside TCs, since deep convection does not reach near-tropopause altitudes outside TCs as often as it does inside TCs. While some cloud scenarios significantly affect the TTL below the tropopause, their effect above the tropopause is too small to explain the temperature tendencies there. We suggest that other mechanisms must play a predominant role in producing TLC, particularly outside the main convective region of TCs. Such mechanisms were introduced by previous literature (e.g., Johnson and Kriete 1982) but their relative contributions and spatial partitions remain uncertain.

On a fundamental level, TLC can be understood as a hydrostatic response to the presence of the warm core in the troposphere; given the constraint that horizontal pressure gradients must decrease with height and eventually vanish, cooling must occur somewhere in the column to compensate for horizontal pressure gradients associated with the warm core. However, the detailed mechanisms at play remain uncertain. Generally speaking, a source of heat generates a circulation that extends above the source and leads to net cooling where the vertical velocity is larger than the ratio of the heating rate to the static stability (Holloway and Neelin 2007). This leads to the formation of a cold anomaly just above the heat source, a phenomenon called the “convective cold top” by Holloway and Neelin (2007). In the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere where static stability becomes large and latent heat release is small, cooling can be expected even for small vertical velocities. In the context of a vortex in gradient wind and hydrostatic balance, the same phenomenon occurs (Eliassen 1951; Shapiro and Willoughby 1982) and the vertical expansion of the secondary circulation as a result of vortex strengthening can theoretically produce upward motion and divergence above the tropopause (Schubert and McNoldy 2010), thereby triggering a response not unlike TLC. This process is illustrated in Fig. 7 along with a schematic view of the relative positions of the tropopause, outflow layer, and typical cloud features relevant for our study. Beyond balanced vortex dynamics, recent literature (Cohen et al. 2017) raises the possibility that the conditions for gradient wind balance may
be violated in the upper troposphere above TCs, indicating that gradient imbalance and corresponding circulations should not be overlooked in the search to explain TLC.

Other processes may also cool the tropopause. Direct adiabatic cooling by cloud tops that overshoot their level of neutral buoyancy has often been invoked (Arakawa 1951; Koteswaram 1967; Sherwood et al. 2003; Kuang and Bretherton 2004; Robinson and Sherwood 2006). However, subsidence and compensating adiabatic warming can be expected on mesoscales as a response to overshooting, let alone the challenges inherent to the observation of short-lived, small-scale features such as overshooting tops. Fritsch and Brown (1982) have shown that overshooting tops modulate the response of the atmosphere near the tropopause above continental convective systems; however, it remains unclear whether this holds for marine convective systems in which vertical velocities are smaller and overshooting is less frequent [as mentioned by Sherwood et al. (2003)]. Results in Figs. 2b and 3b seem broadly consistent with the suggestion by Johnson and Kriete (1982) that overshooting clouds may radiatively cool the stratosphere by occasionally injecting ice into it—although we cannot directly quantify this effect.

Yet another phenomenon with potential to cool the tropopause is the propagation of convectively generated gravity waves from the main convective region. These waves—which do not require overshooting and are observed at great distances from their source (see Fritts and Alexander 2003, and references therein)—grow rapidly in magnitude in the lower stratosphere and trigger ascent and substantial temperature variability near the tropopause (Randel et al. 2003; Randel and Wu 2005). It remains uncertain how gravity waves interact to produce net cooling.

A few nuances are worth mentioning that should be kept in mind when interpreting our results. The potential impact of cloud radiative effects on the TC outflow layer (in the upper troposphere below the tropopause) is to be interpreted carefully. Our azimuthally averaged composites are only relevant to the symmetrical component of the TC structure, which can be rather small for the outflow where it is channeled in an asymmetric fashion by the large-scale environment (outside the 400-km radius; see Black and Anthes 1971). Further data and greater sampling frequency are needed in order to alleviate this limitation. Other limitations related to the CloudSat data products include uncertainties in the heating rates linked to the assumption of hydrometeor sphericity (Zhang et al. 2009) and inaccuracies in the estimates of meteorological variables and active species (ozone, water vapor). Resolving these limitations will require, broadly, better instrumentation and more accurate global analyses. Last, sun-asynchronous data will be needed in order to understand the effect of the diurnal cycle on convection and on the TTL.
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APPENDIX

Calculation of Temperature Tendencies

Details of the method employed to calculate the temperature tendencies shown in Fig. 4a are discussed here.
The contribution of the mean atmosphere to the temperature tendencies in Fig. 4a arises from the latitudinal and longitudinal dependency of the mean thermal structure of the atmosphere. Figure A1a shows this structure at the level of the cold-point tropopause for August–October (the 3-month period with the most TC activity). Figure A1a reveals that the tropopause rises and cools along the average TC track during intensification, leading to negative tendencies near the tropopause on average. In parallel, the average temperature of the upper troposphere increases along the average TC track (not shown), leading to positive tendencies in the troposphere. Figure A1b illustrates how removing the background tendency from the tendency in Fig. 4a yields decreased amplitudes, but the qualitative nature of the signal and its order of magnitude are largely preserved: robust cooling still exists near the tropopause and in the lower stratosphere on spatial scales that exceed those of the cloud top cooling shown in Fig. 6b. Tendencies in Fig. A1b are least robust at large radii where the composite includes influences from the atmosphere on the equatorward and poleward sides of TC tracks. It should be mentioned that the background tendency in Fig. A1b is evaluated along each TC track rather than along the average TC track shown in Fig. A1a; the average track is only shown for qualitative purposes.

As noted in section 3b, the temperature tendencies in Fig. A1a exclude temperature retrievals that exhibit subtropical characteristics. A simple method is chosen to distinguish temperature retrievals with tropical and subtropical characteristics: a temperature retrieval is considered tropical when the height of its lapse-rate tropopause (LRT; definition from WMO 1957) is located within 400 m of the height of its cold-point tropopause (CPT). The choice of criterion is motivated by results in Pan et al. (2018) and by the scatterplots in Fig. A2. Tropical air masses typically exhibit a sharp change in sign of the lapse rate around the tropopause, yielding similar heights for the CPT and the LRT. Air masses subject to subtropical influence typically exhibit lapse-rate inversions in shallow layers below the CPT, yielding a lower LRT. Around 20% of the COSMIC retrievals sampled in this study exhibit subtropical characteristics.
Fig. A2. Relationship between (a) the height and (b) the temperature of the cold-point tropopause (CPT) and of the lapse-rate tropopause (LRT), shown as frequency of occurrence for August–October. The red line in (a) is 400 m above of the 1:1 line (dotted) and is used to separate air masses with tropical and subtropical characteristics. Note the spacing of the color scheme.
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